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In the context of oriented matroids we establish and elaborate upon an ab- 
straction of linear programming duality foreseen by Rockafellar in his work on 
elementary vectors. We describe a pivoting operation for oriented matroids 
and a finite pivoting method, which elucidate the combinatorial nature of 
Dantzig’s simplex method. The pivoting method specializes, when the oriented 
matroids arise from real vector spaces, to the simplex method with a new 
pivot selection rule. A very simple pivot selection rule for which finiteness has 
been established in the linear programming context, but not in the broader 
setting of oriented matroids, is also described. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an m x n matrix with entries in some field F, let W be the subspace 
of F” generated by the rows of A, and let SP- C I;” be the orthogonal comple- 
ment of 9. Consider a set E = (e, ,..., en), and define the support of a vector 
x = (Xl ,..., x,) E F” to be the set S(x) = (q E E : xj # O}. If F is an ordered 
field, the signed support of x is the pair (S+(x), S-(x)), where S+(x) = 
{ej E E : xi > 0} and S-(x) = {ej E E : Xj < O}. A nonzero vector x ~92 
is an elementary vector of 92 if there is no nonzero y E W having S( y) $ S(x). 
Denote the set of all elementary vectors of 92 by F(B). It is well known 
that the set V = {S(x) : x E F(.GP)> is the set of circuits of a matroid, i.e., 
97 satisfies Whitney’s circuit axioms: 
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Such a matroid M = (E, %) is called representable over E’, and A is said to 
be a representation of M over F. Given M as above and W = (S(y) : 
4’ E -F(s)), the matroid M* = (E, %*), which is also representable over F, 
is the dual of M. If A is a totally unimodular real matrix, then the vectors of 
Y(g) and s(%‘I) are nonzero scalar multiples of (0, &l)-vectors, :% and .P- 
are called regular subspaces of R”, and M and M* are called regular matroids. 
Matroids abstract many of the linear dependence properties usually 
associated with matrices and vector spaces. However, matroids do not 
capture certain sign properties of vector spaces over ordered fields. For 
example, let the matrix A above be the (0, &l)-node-arc incidence matrix of 
an orientation of a 2-connected graph G. Then the orientation of G, which is 
deducible (up to reversing all edges) from the signed supports of elementary 
vectors of WI, is lost in passing to the supports of those vectors. 
The first notion of oriented matroids was Minty’s axiomatization of 
digraphoids [12], which associates with each regular matroid an orientation 
defined, in a natural way, by the signed supports of the elementary vectors 
of the associated vector spaces. Minty showed that several theorems con- 
cerning directed graphs, and the associated network programming problems, 
generalize as theorems on digraphoids. Fulkerson [6] and Rockafellar [13] 
extended Minty’s theorems, and others, from the context of regular subspaces 
to arbitrary subspaces of R”, and hence to linear programming from the 
narrower network programming. A similar development is included in the 
broader theory of unimodular modules developed by Camion [4]. 
Rockafellar [13] noted that a number of fundamental results on linear 
programming take on a combinatorial flavor when stated as properties of the 
signed supports of elementary vectors in complementary orthogonal pairs of 
vector subspaces of R”. He suggested that one should be able to axiomatize a 
system of oriented matroids in which those results would generalize. 
Several equivalent axiomatizations of oriented matroids have since been 
given by Bland and Las Vergnas (see [I, 3,8,9]), and in the thesis of Lawrence 
[IO], where previously unpublishedwork on another equivalent axiomatization 
by the late Jon Folkman is presented and extended. All of the results suggested 
by Rockafellar as susceptible to abstraction do generalize in the context 
of oriented matroids; among these are the lemma of Farkas on dual pairs 
of linear inequality systems, the complementarity theorem of Tucker for 
complementary orthogonal pairs of real subspaces, and Tucker’s “schema” 
form of the linear programming duality theorem. 
This paper establishes and elaborates on the oriented matroid abstraction 
of linear programming duality foreseen by Rockafellar [ 131. The development 
of that abstraction leads to a finite pivoting method for oriented matroids 
that abstracts Dantzig’s simplex method of linear programming 151. This 
method provides a constructive proof of the “schema” form of the oriented 
matroid generalization of the linear programming duality theorem. 
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The roots of the idea that there ought to be a purely combinatorial inter- 
pretation of linear programming can be found throughout much of the work 
of A. W. Tucker (see, e.g., Rockafellar’s discussion in [13, Section 61). Much 
of our work here merely places Tucker’s approach in an explicit combinatorial 
structure. It should be noted that most of the results in Section 3 are based 
on the work of Camion [4], Fulkerson [6], Minty [12], and Rockafellar 1131. 
In addition, the definition of oriented matroids in Section 2 is a relaxation 
of Minty’s digraphoid axioms [12], and, of course, the development of the 
abstraction of linear programming is founded upon the work of Rockafellar 
1131. 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the fundamental properties 
of matroids; the papers by Whitney [15] and Tutte [14] are appropriate 
references. The notation adopted here for matroids generally conforms to 
that of [ 14, 1.51. For E a set, e and e’ distinct elements of E. and S C E, we 
abbreviate S u {ej by S -i e, S\(e) by Si,e, and (S u fr)) {e’j by S j- e,e’. 
2. ORIENTED MATROIDS 
A pair X = (X-, Xp) will be called a signed set in E : {el ,..., en) if 
Xi, Xp c E and X-i n X- = o . The signed set X = (X-l-, X-) can be regarded 
as a partition of X = X’ U X-, the set underlJfng X, into positive and 
negative elements. If X = (X+, X-) is a signed set in E, the opposite of X 
is the signed set -X having (-X)’ = X- and (-X)- = X-‘-, and we write 
Y = &X if either Y = X or Y = -X. If B = {X, ,..., X,1 is a collection of 
signed sets in E, then we write 0 = (X, ,..., X,). 
Let P and O* be collections of signed sets in E. M := (E, P), M* = (E, I’:*) 
is a dualpair of orientedmatroids if the following four conditions are satisfied. 
0 and 6* are the circuits and cocircuits of a 
dual pair of matroids M = (E, O), M* = (E, &*). (1) 
XEU * --XEP?; YE@* 3 -YEi{*. 
X,,X,EQ and X,=X, =. x, = “X2) 
Y,,Y,E@* and Y,=Y, > Y, =- &Y, . 
01) 
WJ) 
XEU, YELO* and XnY # D -- 
(X+ n Y+) u (X- n Y-) # 0 and (X+ n Y-) u (X- n Y+) + a. (IV) 
Let M = (E, P), M* = (E, O*) be a dual pair of oriented matroids. We 
say that each of M and M* is an oriented matroid, and 6 (respectively, @*) 
is an orientation of the matroid M (M*) underlying M(M*). The signed sets 
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X E 0 and YE O* are called, respectively, oriented circuits and oriented 
cocircuits of M. 
Thus, by (I), (II), and (III), an oriented matroid M is formed by a set 0 
consisting of an opposite pair of partitions into positive and negative elements 
of each circuit of a matroid M. Moreover, for some set 0*, similarly related 
to M*, 0 and 0* must satisfy the orthogonality condition (IV). We will say 
that signed sets X and Y are orthogonal if either 
or 
XrlY= $3 (2.la) 
(X+ n Y-b) u (X- n Y-) # o and (X+ n Y-) u (X- n Yf) # D; (2.lb) 
if X and Y satisfy (2.1 b) they are said to be dissonant. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let F be an ordered field, let A be an m x II matrix with 
entries in F, let 9 C F” be the row space of A, and let B?‘I be the orthogonal 
complement of.%. Then A4 = (E, G), M* = (E, O*) is a dual pair of oriented 
matroids, where P = ((S+(x), S-(.X)) : x E %(9’)} and 0* = {(S+(y), 
S-(y)) : y E F(9)). We say that M and M* are representable over F and 
that A is a representation of M over F. 
Examples of oriented matroids that are not representable and matroids 
that admit no orientation are given in [3]. For the remainder of this section 
we will discuss the following special case of Example 1, which illustrates the 
nature of the relationship between linear programming and oriented matroids. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let A’ be an m x (n - 1) real matrix of rank m and let b be 
an m x 1 real vector. Consider the canonical linear programming problem 
maximize xg 
subject to b = A’(x, ,..., x,Y 
xg )...) x, > 0, 
(2.2) 
in n - 1 variables, x2 ,..., x,~ . Let the m x n matrix A of Example 1 be 
A = (-b, A’) and think of E as the set of points in RwL described by the 
columns of A: e, = -b and for ,j = 2 ,..., n, ej = A$, the column of 
coefficients of xj in (2.2). Obviously, an (n - I)-vector (x2’,..., x,‘) is in P, 
the polyhedron described by the constraints of (2.2), if and only if the 
n-vector (1 , .v,‘,..., x,‘) is in the polyhedron p, the set of vectors (x1,..., x,) ~9~ 
having x1 = 1 and .yg ,..., x, > 0. An extreme solution of the linear program- 
ming problem (2.2), or, more properly, an extreme point of P, is a vector 
6% ,..., x,) E P that is not interior to any line segment in P. Clearly the 
extreme points of P and the extreme points of Ij are in l-l correspondence. 
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CLAIM 2.1. There is a 1-l correspondence between extreme solutions of 
(2.2) and signed sets X having 
and 
XEO, e, E P, X- C {e,l (2.3a) 
We,) + e, independent in M. (2.3b) 
Proof. Suppose that X satisfies (2.3). Since X E 8, it is the signed support 
of an elementary vector x E F(.GP) having x1 > 0. Any nonzero scalar 
multiple of an elementary vector is also elementary, so we can assume that 
x1 = 1. In fact, it is easy to see that any two elementary vectors having the 
same support must be scalar multiples of one another. Hence the vector 
x = (Xl = 1, xp ,...) x,) E .9+%?) having X as its signed support is unique. 
Since X- C {e,>, clearly x E P. Assume that x1, x2 E P and x = $x1 + $x2. 
From xi E P it follows that xii = 1 and xji > 0 for .j = 3 ,..., n, which 
implies that S(xi) C S(x) + e2 , i = 1, 2. But from (2.3), (X\e,) + e, = 
(S(x)\e,) + e2 is independent in M, i.e., as a set of points in R”, (S(x)\e,) -C e, 
is linearly independent. Therefore there is a unique expression for b as a linear 
combination of the columns of A in (S(x)\e,) + e2 , implying that x = x1 = x2. 
Thus x is an extreme point of p, and (x2 ,..., xn) is an extreme solution of (2.2). 
Now suppose that (x2 ,..., x,) is an extreme solution of (2.2), i.e., x = 
(1 ) x2 ). . . ) r,) is an extreme point of P. Certainly x E.@, x1 = 1 and xj > 0 . 
forj = 3,..., n. First we will show that X, the signed support of x, satisfies 
(2.3a) by establishing that x E P(9P). 
Suppose that there is a nonzero vector x’ E.P- that has S(x’) $ S(x). If 
Xl’ = 0, then for all E > 0 sufficiently small x f EX’ E P, contradicting the 
assumption that x is an extreme point of p. On the other hand, if x1’ # 0, 
than for some scalar a # 0, x” = x + cyx’ is a nonzero vector in WI having 
S(x”) $ S(x) and x; = 0. Thus x E R(W) and X satisfies (2.3a). 
If (2.3b) fails, i.e., if (X\e,) + e3 is dependent in M, then there is a nonzero 
vector w EL%‘- having S(W) C (X\e,) + e2 = (S(x)\e,) + e2 . But then for 
sufficiently small c > 0, x i EM’ E P (note that the sign of x2 is not restricted 
in (2.2)), again contradicting the assumption that x is an extreme point 
of P. 1 
The reader familiar with linear programming will recognize that Claim 2.1 
is well known in a different form. The condition (2.3b) can be rephrased as 
follows. There is a base B of M having e, # B, e2 E B, and X\e, _C B. In other 
words, there is a subset B of the columns of A’ that forms a basis of the 
column space of A’ and contains A,, the column of A associated with the 
objective function variable x2 . If b is in the column space of A’ (which 
follows from e1 E X E S), then there is a unique expression for b as a linear 
combination of the columns of A’ in B. Thus there is a unique basic vector 
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(x2 >'.., x,) satisfying b = A’(x, ,..., x# and S(x, ,..., x,) C B; if xg ,..,, x,20, 
(which follows from X- c {e,}), then (x, ,..., x,) is called a basic feasible 
solution of (2.2). (Under the assumption that rank A’ = m, we can think of a 
basic set B of columns of A’ as an nz x m nonsingular matrix. If the basis B 
contains A, , then the m j< n matrix BplA is called a simplex tableau for (2.2), 
and the solution column B-lb of the tableau describes a basic vector.) Claim 2.1 
can be regarded as a restatement of the well-known property that a feasible 
solution of (2.2) is basic if and only if it is extreme. 
If the value of the objective function variable x2 among all s E Ei can be 
bounded above, then x2 achieves a maximum at some extreme point of P. 
Hence the signed sets X of the form (2.3) will be of special interest in studying 
linear programming in the context of oriented matroids. 
The linear programming dual of (2.2) is 
minimize zb 
subject to zA, = I, (2.4 
zAj 3 0, ,j = 3 ,..., n, 
where z is an m-vector of real variables. Suppose that Y is a signed set that 
satisfies 
YELo*, e2 E Y+, Y- _C {el}. (2.5a) 
Then there is a unique vector 3’ = ( y1 ,..., y,J E s(8) such that y, = 1 
and Y is the signed support of y. Under the assumption that A’ is of full row 
rank, there is a unique m-vector z such that zA = y. Obviously, if Y satisfies 
(2.5a), then z is a feasible solution of the dual linear programming problem 
(2.4) with objective function value zb = --y, . Clearly there is a l-l cor- 
respondence between the feasible solutions of (2.4) and the set of vectors 
(4 1 >..., ~1~) EB having yz = 1 and y, ,..., ~7~ 3 0. Hence, the arguments 
given above for the linear programming problem (2.2) indicate that there is a 
l-l correspondence between extreme (basic feasible) solutions of the dual 
linear programming problem (2.4) and signed sets Y that satisfy (2Sa) and 
the additional condition 
(Y\ez) + e, is independent in M*. (2Sb) 
Note that if YE Lo* satisfies (2.5), then there is a base B* of M* having 
e, E B*, e2 6 B*, and Y L B* + e2. Then for the base B = E\B* of M we 
have e, $ B, e, E B, and Y n B = {e,]. Note, then, that Y is the signed 
support of the (objectivefunction) row corresponding to the basic variable x2 
in the simplex tableau B-lA for (2.2). 
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3. PROPERTIES OF DUAL PAIRS OF ORIENTED MATROIDS 
Let A4 = (E, Li) be an oriented matroid. It follows from simple properties 
of matroids that A4 has a unique dual M* = (E, G*), and thus (M*)* m= M. 
Now let S C E and let 6 be obtained from Q by replacing each X E lr by the 
signed set x having A?+ = (X+\S) u (X- n S) and J- = (X-‘,,S) u (X-8 n S). 
Let &* be similarly obtained from G*. It is obvious that &, 6* is a dual pair 
of orientations. We say that 6 (respectively, &*) is obtained from l!(&*) by 
reorienting S. The reorientation operation simplifies several of the proofs of 
this section and extends the significance of results such as the following 
generalization of Minty’s painting lemma for directed graphs. 
THEOREM 3.1. [l, 3, 81. Let A4 = (E, 0), M* = (E, O*) be a dual pair 
of oriented matroids. For any e E E and any partition of E into subsets R, B, 
and W tiith e E R, exactly one of the following holds: 
(a) S’~Bsuchthate~XCR~BandX-nR= g;or 
(b) 3YEO*suchthateEYCRu WandY-nR== 0’. 
Proof. It is clear that (a) and (b) cannot both hold, since we would then 
have e E X+ n Y+ and (X+ n Y-) u (X- n Y+) = m. We will show by 
induction on 1 R 1 that at least one of (a) and (b) must hold. 
The case of / R 1 = 1 follows easily from elementary properties of the 
circuits and cocircuits of M. Suppose that the result is true for all partitions 
e E R, B, W of E having I R / = p, for some p > 1, and suppose that e E R, , 
B, , WI is a partition of E having 1 RI j = p + 1 for which the result fails. 
Select some e’ E R, e’ # e, and let R, = R,\\e’, B, = B, + e’, W, = W, and 
R, = R,\e’, B, =y B, , W, == W, t- e’. Now, e E R, , B, , W, partitions E 
and ! R, 1 = p, therefore either (a) or (b) is satisfied with respect to R, , B, , 
W, . But if (b) were satisfied with respect to R, , B, , W, , (b) would also be 
satisfied with respect to R, , B, , WI . Hence there is an XE 0 such that 
eEXCR2uB2, X--n R, = ‘2, and since (a) fails for R,, B,, W,, we 
must have e’ E X-. Similarly we see that (b) must be satisfied with respect to 
the partition e E R, , B, , W, of E. So there exists YE O* such that e E Y C 
R, u W, , Y- n R, = 8:) and since (b) fails for R, , B, , WI we know that 
e’ E Y--. But then e E X’m n Y’ and (Xl n Y-) u (X n Y+) = :f, contra- 
dicting the orthogonality condition (IV). i 
The special case of Theorem 3.1 that applies when M and M* are regular 
matroids was established by Minty [12] in the context of digraphoids. The 
extensions of Minty’s result by Camion [4], Fulkerson [6], and Rockafellar [13] 
imply Theorem 3.1 for representable oriented matroids. Our proof closely 
follows Minty’s proof for the less general case. 
For the trivial partition R = E, B = W == z , Theorem 3.1 yields 
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COROLLARY 3.1.1 [ 1, 81. For every e E E exactly one of the following 
alternatives holds: 
(a) 3XEOsuchthateEX+andX- = J;or 
(b) 3YEO*such thatee Yfand Y- = 3. 
Let A4 be an oriented matroid represented by an m x n real matrix A with 
row space W and null space 2 . ’ 1 Then Corollary 3.1.1 gives the well-known 
result that exactly one of 9 and B!i has a nonnegative elementary vector that 
is positive on a specified coordinate. This result contains the lemmas of 
Farkas and Gordan (see [5]) concerning dual pairs of systems of linear 
inequalities. 
In the context of dual pairs of oriented matroids representable over the 
reals, Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1 .l are statements about the elementary 
vectors in complementary orthogonal pairs of subspaces of R”. Many 
interesting theorems concerning such pairs of subspaces cannot be easily 
stated explicitly in terms of elementary vectors. In order to extend such 
theorems, we will define broader structures generated by the oriented circuits 
and cocircuits of an oriented matroid. 
Let x(0) be the collection of all signed sets 2 in E such that Z and Y are 
orthogonal (recall (2.1)) for all YE B *. It is clear that 0 C ;X(O), %7(B) = 
-X(O) and the empty signed set ~5 = (m , o) E s(U). We say that x(07) is 
the signed span of M. The signed span of M* is implicitly defined in the above 
by the symmetry of Q and Ln*. 
We say that a signed set Z, conforms to a signed set Z, if Z;i- _C Z,+ and 
Z,- C Z,-. A signed set Z is said to have a conformal decomposition into 
circuits of M if there exist X1 ,..., X, E 6 such that Z = X, u X9 v ... u XI, 
and each Xi conforms to Z. 
THEOREM 3.2. The signed span of M is the collection of all signed sets 
haring a conformal decomposition into circuits of M. 
Proof. Let P(0) denote the collection of all signed sets having a conformal 
decomposition. Suppose that Z is a signed set having Z- # D. Let 2 be 
the signed set having 8+ = Z and .? = g and let P,6* be the dual pair of 
orientations obtained from 0, 0* by reorienting Z-. Clearly Z E .X(0) if and 
only if &E -X(b) and Z E 64(o) if and only if 2 E U(b). So it is sufficient 
to prove that for all nonnegative signed sets Z, Z E x(O) if and only if 
Z E s(0). If Z+ = Z = a, then the result holds. Suppose that Z+ = Z # a. 
Let R = Z, B = B, and W = E\Z. Alternative (b) of Theorem 3.1 holds 
for some choice of e EZ = R if and only if there exists YE 9* such that Y 
and Z are not orthogonal, i.e., if and only if Z + X(0). On the other hand. 
alternative (a) of Theorem 3.1 holds for every e E 2 if and only if 
ZE -Lp(U). 1 
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It should be clear from Theorem 3.2 that it is possible to have X, , X, E x(P) 
with X, = X, and X, # &tx?. Also note that if XE &(a) and YE .X(6*), 
then X and Y are orthogonal. 
Theorem 3.2, together with Corollary 3.1.1, immediately gives a generaliza- 
tion of Tucker’s complementarity theorem for complementary orthogonal 
subspaces of R” (see [ 131). 
COROLLARY 3.2.1. Given a dual pair of oriented matroids M = (E, O), 
M* = (E, CC*), there exist nonnegative signed sets X E .x(C) and YE ,X(0*) 
such that X u Y = E and X n Y = B . 
We will now define a binary operation called composition of signed sets, 
which will be useful in establishing further results. Given signed sets Z, 
and Z, , let Z = Z, 0 Z, be defined by Z+ = Z,+ u (Z,+\,Z,-) and Z- = 
Z,- u (Z;m’\Z,-,). Note that composition is associative, but not commutative, 
and that Z, called the composition of Z, and Z, , has Z = Z, v Z, . 
LEMMA 3.3. The signed span of an oriented matroid is closed under 
composition. 
Proof Let X, , X, E x(B) and X = X, 0 X2, where M = (E, 8) is an 
oriented matroid with dual M* = (E, 0”). Suppose there is an oriented 
cocircuit Y E c* such that Xand Y are not dissonant. It follows that X, and Y 
are not dissonant, and hence X, n Y = 0, since X, E z(c) and YE &*. 
It then follows that X, and Y are not dissonant, so X, n Y = J, and 
XnY- ;. 1 
Hoffman [7] gave necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a 
vector x in the null space of the (0, f I)-node-arc incidence matrix of a 
directed graph, subject to the restriction that each component xj of x be in a 
specified real interval Ij = [jj , Uj]. Fulkerson [6] and Rockafellar [13] 
extended Hoffman’s result to arbitrary real matrices, with Rockafellar’s 
treatment allowing for the intervals Ij to be open or half-open. Camion [4] 
discovered the same result in the broader context of ordered unimodular 
modules. In the context of an oriented matroid M = (E, O), we might 
similarly be interested in necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence 
of a signed set X E .X(O), subject to restrictions on the sign of each element. 
Let I denote a partition of E into subsets Z(O), I(+), I(--), Z(0, +), I(--, 0), 
and I(-, 0, +). We say that such a partition Zis a restriction of E, and for a 
signed set Z we write Z E Z if 
Z- C Z(T) 6 Z(0, -L) u I(--, 0, +) and Z- C I(-) u Z(--, 0) u I(-, 0, -I-) 
and we write Z. Z > 0 if 
z+ c Z(O) u Z(f) u I@, +I, z- c Z(0) u I(-) u I(--, 0) 
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and 
12-7 n r(+)] u [Z- n I(-)] f 0. 
This notation corresponds to Rockafellar’s in the following way. Think of 
the restriction Z as an n-tuple of intervals (Z, ,..., Z,) with 
zj = [O, O] if ej E Z(O), 
= (0, co) if ei E I( +), 
= (-co, 0) if ej E I(--), 
= P, a) if ej E Z(0, +), 
= (--a3,0] if ej E I(-, 0), 
= (-co, D-J) if e, E I(--, 0, +), 
and consider the signed set Z in terms of its signed incidence vector (zl ,..., zn) 
having each =i = + 1 if ej E Z+, ij = -1 if ej E Z- and z, = 0 if ej $Z. 
Then Z E I if and only if zj E Ij , j = I,.... n, and Z . Z > 0 if and only if 
the scalar product of Z and CT is positive for all n-vectors U = (u, ,..., u,) 
having uj E Zj forj = I,..., n. 
THEOREM 3.4. Given a dual pair of oriented matroids M = (.E, C), M* = 
(E, LG*) and a restriction Z of E, exact1.v one of the following alternatives holds: 
(a) 3X E X(U) such that A’ E I; or 
(b) S!YE@*such that Y*Z>O. 
Proof: Suppose that e E Z(-) u I(--, 0). Let 8, 6* be obtained from P, 
Lo* by reorienting e, and let f be obtained from Z by removing e from I(-), 
or I( -, 0), and adding it to Z( +), or Z(0, +), respectively. Then alternative (a) 
(respectively, alternative (b)) holds for 0, G* and Zif and only if it holds for 8, 
8*, and f. Hence we can assume that I(-) = I(--, 0) = J, with no loss of 
generality. 
If I(+) = 0, then Q E Y(0) satisfies (a), and (b) fails. Suppose that 
I(+) # ~zr and assume, without loss of generality, that Z(+) = (e, ,..., eJ. Let 
R = I(+) u Z(0, +), B = I(--, 0, +), and W = Z(0). Alternative (b) of 
Theorem 3.1 holds for some choice of a distinguished element e E I(+) if 
and only if alternative (b) above also holds. Alternative (a) of Theorem 3.1 
holds for every e E I(+) if and only if for j = l,..., k there exists an oriented 
circuit Xi E 0 having ej E Xj+, R n X,- = @, and W n Xj = r?;. In the 
latter case, X, 0 X, 0 ... 0 X, satisfies alternative (a) above. 1 
Given signed sets X, , X, , X, , we say that X, conforms to (X, , X2) if 
X,+ C XI+ u X,+ and X,- C XI- u X2-. 
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The following corollaries of Theorem 3.4 will be useful in developing the 
results of the next section. 
COROLLARY 3.4.1. if X, , X, E -X(U) and e E (Xl+ n X,-) u (Xl- n X2+), 
then there exists a signed set A’, E S(O) such that e 4 X3 , (X, v X,):, 
[(Xl+ n X,-j u (Xl- n X,-i-)] C X, , and X, conforms to (X, , XJ. 
Proof. Let Z(0) = [E\(X, U X,)] + e, I(+) = (X,-:,X,-) U (X2”,Xl-), 
I(-)=(X1-\X,+) u (X,-\X,+), andI(--, 0, +)=((.I’,+ n Xz-)u (Xl-n X,+))\e. 
There exists no X, satisfying the conditions of the corollary if and only if 
Y . I > 0 for some YE Lo*; suppose that there is such a Y E Co*. Then there 
is an element e, E (I(+) n I’+) u (If-) n Y-), which implies that ej E 
(Xi- n Ym’) u (Xi- n Y-) for i = 1 or i = 2. Assume, with no loss of 
generality, that e, E (XI+ n Y+) u (XI- n Y-), which implies that XI and Y 
a’e dissonant. But since Y. Z > 0, (Xi+ n Y-) C Xi+ n [I(O) u I(-)] C {e) 
and (,I’- n Y+) C Xi- n [I(O) u I(+) ] C {ej, for i = 1, 2. Thus 
e E (X,T n Y-) u (XI- n Y+), in order that X, and Y be dissonant. However, 
e E (XI-,- n X,-) u (XI- n X2+), so e E (X,- n Y-) u (X,+ n Y+), implying 
that (X, , Y) is not dissonant and X, n Y f O, a contradiction. 1 
Applying Theorem 3.2 to Corollary 3.4.1, we get 
COROLLARY 3.4.2. If A’, , X, E x(e), ek E (Xl+ n X2-) u (Xl- n X,+), and 
e, E (X,+\X,-) u (Xl-\Xz+~), then there exists an oriented circuit 1, E Q such 
that e, $ X, , e, E X, , and X, conforms to (Xl, X,). 
In the case where X, and X, are themselves oriented circuits, Corollary 
3.4.2 gives an elimination property for oriented circuits, which implies 
Whitney’s elimination axiom [15] for the circuits of the underlying matroid 
M. In fact, this property characterizes oriented matroids and permits a more 
elegant axiomatization of oriented matroids (see [3]). 
The following corollaries of Theorem 3.4 establish results that Rockafellar 
foresaw in [13]. The proof of Corollary 3.4.3 closely follows Rockafellar’s 
proof of the analogous theorem concerning complementary orthogonal 
subspaces of Rn. 
COROLLARY 3.4.3. For a dual pair of oriented matroids M = (E, O), 
M* = (E, O*) and a partition of E into subsets R, B, and W, there exist signed 
setsXE~(O)andYES(O*)suchthatXCRuB,YCRu W,XnY=c, 
R C X+- u Y+. 
Proof. Select X, E X(0) such that X, C R u B, Xl- n R = a, and 
/ X1 n R 1 is maximized subject to the preceding conditions. Let I(+) = 
R\X1 , I( - , 0, +) = W, and Z(0) = X, u B. Changing the roles of 0 and G * 
in Theorem 3.4 we see that if YE %(O*) satisfies alternative (a) of Theorem 
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3.4, then XI and Y satisfy the conditions of the corollary. If no such Y 
exists, then there is a signed set X, E 0 such that X, . Z > 0. It follows that 
X,nW=X,nZ(--,O,+)== a,Xz-n(R\X,)=X,-nZ(+)- 0, and 
X,+ n I(+) = A’,+ n (R\X,) f- LT. But then X = X, 0 X, satisfies X _C 
RUB, X-nR= @, and IXnRI > IX,nRl, acontradiction. 1 
COROLLARY 3.4.4. Let e’, e” E E with e’ # eN. There exists a signed set 
X E Z(O) haring e’ E Xi- and X- 2 {e”> if and onIy if there exists no YE lf * 
having e’ E Y’, ew $ Y, and Y- = a. 
Proof Let I(+) = {e’j, Z( -, 0, +) = (e”>, and Z(0, +) = Z?,(e’, e”> and 
apply Theorem 3.4. 1 
Note that Theorem 3.2 enables us to replace the condition X E .X(0) in 
Corollary 3.4.4 by X E 0. 
Now suppose that the dual pair of oriented matroids M, M” is associated 
with a linear programming problem as in Example 2. The reader familiar 
with linear programming will recognize that Corollary 3.4.4 is, in this context, 
the weak duality theorem of linear programming. The following result, 
also foreseen by Rockafellar, is an abstraction of one form of the strong 
duality theorem. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let M = (E, O), M* = (E, O*) be a dual pair of oriented 
matroids and let e’, en E E with e’ # e”. Then exactly one of alternatives (a) 
and (b) ho& 
(a) There exists X E 0 such that e’ $ X, e” E X+, and X- = s or there 
exists YE O* such that e’ E Y+, e” $ Y, and Y- = %. 
(b) There exist X, EU and Y, E O* such that e’ E Xl+, Xl- C {e”], 
e” E Yl+, Y,- C {e’), and X1 n Y1 C (e', e"}. 
It is clear from Corollary 3.4.4 and Theorem 3.2 that (a) and (b) cannot 
both hold in Theorem 3.5, since (a) fails if and only if there exist 
and 
XIEU such that e’ E X,+ and X,- _C {e”> (3.Ia) 
Y, GO* such that e” E Y,+ and Y,- C {e’>. (3.lb) 
The difficult part of Theorem 3.5, which indicates that if there exist XI E 0 
and Y, E 0* as in (3.1), then XI and Y, can be chosen so that X1 n Yl C 
{e’, e”}, was first proved by Lawrence [lo] and independently proved by 
Bland. However, the first proofs are not constructive, in the sense that the 
simplex method gives a constructive proof of the linear programming version 
of Theorem 3.5. In the following section we describe in somewhat more 
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detail the relationship between linear programming duality and oriented 
matroids, and we define a pivoting operation for oriented matroids. The 
pivoting operation leads to a constructive proof of Theorem 3.5 (given in 
Section 5) and provides a purely combinatorial interpretation of the simplex 
method. 
4. A PIVOTING OPERATION 
Throughout this section it will be assumed that M = (E, 0), M* = (E, 8*), 
a dual pair of oriented matroids, and e’, e” E E with e’ # e”, are given. We 
adopt the following definitions in order to ease the exposition and make clear 
the connection with linear programming. A signed set XE y(0) having 
e’ E X+ and X- C (e”} is said to be primalfeasible and a signed set YE x(0*) 
having e” E Y+ and Y- C {e’} is said to be dualfiasible. If X is primal feasible 
(respectively, Y is dual feasible) and (X\\e’) + e” is independent in M 
((Y\e”) + e’ is independent in M*), then X(Y) is called extreme or basic 
feasible. Note that if X(Y) is basic feasible, then X E 0 (YE O*). A pair 
X E x(8) and YE ,X(0*) is complementary if X n Y C {e’, e”}. If X is 
primal feasible (respectively, Y is dual feasible) and there exists a dual 
feasible Y (primal feasible X) such that X, Y is a complementary pair, then X 
is said to be primal optimal (Y is said to be dual optimal). 
In the language above, Theorem 3.5 states that if there are primal and 
dual feasible signed sets, then there is a complementary pair X, E 0, Y, E U* 
of primal and dual optimal signed sets. In fact, XI and Y, can be chosen to 
be basic feasible, as we will show. 
It should be clear from Example 2 with e’ = e, and e” = e2 that the 
definitions given above for primal and dual feasibility, complementarity, and 
extreme (basic feasible) signed sets correspond in a natural way to the common 
usage of these terms in linear programming. Optimality, as defined above 
for oriented matroids, corresponds to a characterization of linear program- 
ming optimality in terms of complementarity. A more common charac- 
terization of linear programming optimality in terms of augmentations 
remains equivalent to the complementarity property in the broader context 
of oriented matroids. 
Given a primal feasible X, E X(C), we say that X2 E Z(O) is augmenting 
with respect to XI if e’ $ X, , e” E X2+, and X,- C XI+. 
THEOREM 4.1. A primal feasible Xl E Z(O) is optimal if and only if there 
exists no X2 E Q that is augmenting with respect to Xl . 
Proof. Let Z(f) = (e”}, Z(0) = {e’}, Z(0, +) = (E\X,)\e”, and I(-, 0, +)= 
X,\{e’, e”}. By Theorem 3.4, there is no augmenting X, if and only if there 
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is some YE 0* such that Y. I > 0. But the latter condition is equivalent to 
the existence of a dual feasible YE O* that is complementary to X, . [ 
Suppose that there is no dual feasible YE ,X(0*). It is clear from the 
definition of optimality that there can be no optimal X E y(O). Theorem 4.1 
implies that for each primal feasible X, E Z(O) there is an augmenting 
X2 E 8. In fact, the dual version of Corollary 3.4.4 indicates that there is 
some X2~ 0 that is augmenting with respect to every primal feasible X1~ ,X(c). 
Using Theorem 4.1 we can prove 
THEOREM 4.2. If X is primal optimal and Y is dual optimal, then X CT Y C 
{e’, e”), i.e., X and Y are complementary. 
Proof. Suppose that X1, Y, and X, , Y, are complementary pairs of 
primal and dual feasible signed sets. We will show that X, n Y, C (r’, e”). 
Suppose that e E X, n Y2\{e’, e”}. Then e 6 X, and e’ E X1+ n (-X2)-. 
Hence by Corollary 3.4.1 there is an X, E 27(O) that conforms to (X1 , -X2) 
and has e E X, , e’ $ X, . It follows that e” $ X3+, otherwise X, would be 
augmenting with respect to X, . Similarly, e” $ X,-, or -X3 would be 
augmenting with respect to X1 , so e” 6 X3 . 
Now note that (X,+ n Y,-) = @ since YZ is dual feasible and e’ $ X, ; 
and (X,- n Y,+) C (X1- u X2+) n Y,+ C {e’, e”) since X1 is primal feasible 
and X2, Y, is a complementary pair. But we have previously established 
that e’ $ X, , e” $ X, and e E X,+ n YZ+, contradicting the orthogonality of 
X, E s(8) and Y, E x(0*). 1 
The characterization of primal optima provided by Theorem 4.1 suggests 
the possibility of a constructive proof of Theorem 3.5. In the remainder of 
this section we develop the structure necessary to imitate the simplex method 
in the context of oriented matroids. For ease of exposition it is assumed that 
the elements of E are ordered so that the two special elements are e’ x e, 
and e” = e2. Let r denote the rank of M. 
Let 98 be the set of all bases of the matroid M underlying the oriented 
matroid M. It is well known that for any B = {eb, ,..., ebr} E Z8 there is for 
each i = l,..., r a unique cocircuit Di E 8* of the underlying matroid M 
having Di n B = (e,i>. In the language of Whitney [15], (Dl ,..., D,> is a 
fundamentalset of cocircuits with respect to the dual base E\B. For i = I ,..., I 
let Yi be the unique oriented cocircuit having 
eb, E Yi+ and Yi n B = {e,J. (4.1) 
It is convenient to think of the fundamentalset of orientedcocircuits { Yl,..., Y,) 
in terms of its signed incidence matrix. For ease of exposition, think of B 
as an ordered base, say B = (ebl ,,.., eb,). Let T(B) be the r x n matrix 
having as its ith row the signed incidence vector of Yi , i = l,..., r. The entry 
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t<j of T(B) is then the sign of ej in Yi . The matrix T(B) has the following 
easily verifiable properties. 
Property 1. If ek: 6 B, then the e,-column of T(B) corresponds to the 
oriented circuit A’ = (X+, X-) having X+ = (Q, : tLk = + 1 j and X- = 
{ebi : tj12 = -I} + ek . 
The duality of A4 and M* permit the statement of 
Property 2. The opposites of the oriented circuits corresponding to 
elements of E\B form a fundamental set of oriented circuits with respect to 
the base B. 
Property 3. If XE 8, then for every e, E X there exists a base B E 9 
such that ek 6 B and the e,-column of T(B) corresponds (in the sense of 
Property 1) to either the oriented circuit X (if e, E X-) or the oriented circuit 
--X (if ek E X-+). 
Property 4. For B E W and ek 6 B, the set B = B + eli\,eb,, E 98 if and 
only if tDk # 0. 
By ignoring signs in the above, we obtain properties of fundamental sets 
of cocircuits of the underlying matroid M. These are known properties of all 
matroids and have been studied by Maurer [I I] and Yoseloff [ 161. 
Suppose that the oriented matroid A4 is represented by a real matrix A 
with row space 9’. Let {Y, ,..., Y,.} be a fundamental set of oriented cocircuits 
of M. Then Y, ,..., Y, are the signed supports of the rows of what Tutte [ 141 
calls a standard representatizle matrix of 9!‘, an r x n matrix having 9 as 
its row space and containing an r x r permutation submatrix. (Simplex 
tableaux are examples of standard representative matrices.) If the matrix A 
is totally unimodular, then T(B) is a standard representative matrix of 9. 
Furthermore, the operation of pivoting in standard representative matrices 
has an analog for the matrices T(B), B E 3’. 
Property 4 indicates that if tpk # 0 in T(B), then we can replace eo9 ,
the pth member of the ordered base B, by ek to obtain the ordered base 
B = ceb, ,..., eb,-, , ek , eb,,, ,..., eb,). We then say that the replacement of 
T(B) by T(B) is a pivot on position (p, k) of T(B). 
The pivoting operation consists of replacing the signed incidence vector 
of Y, , the ith row of T(B), by the signed incidence vector of the unique 
Pi E O* having Pi n B = ebi E PiAL, for i # p and 9, n 8 = e, E PDL. 
Clearly, if tpk = + 1, then P, = Y, and if tPk = - 1, then P, = - Y, . 
It is also clear that if tik = 0, i.e., e, 6 Yi , then P, = Y, . Suppose that 
ti,,. = -t,k # 0. Then pi is obtained by eliminating e, between the oriented 
cocircuits Yi and Y, as described in Corollary 3.4.2. From the fact that Yi 
and Y, are in a common fundamental set of oriented cocircuits, it follows 
that p+ is the unique oriented cocircuit Y that conforms to ( Yi , Y,) and 
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has ek 4 Y. Similarly, if i #p and tik = tpk # 0, then pi is the unique 
oriented cocircuit Y that conforms to ( Yi , - Y,) and has ek $ Y. 
We have noted that when the oriented matroid it4 is representable over 
the reals, then the matrices T(B), B E g’, correspond to standard representative 
matrices of some vector subspace W of R”. That is to say, for B, l? E a’, the 
matrices T(B) and T(B) are formed by replacing the rows of standard re- 
presentative matrices A and d, respectively, by the signed incidence vectors 
of their signed supports. Suppose that T(B) is obtained by pivoting, as 
above, on position (p, k) of T(B), i.e., I? = B + ek\eb, . Then d is the matrix 
obtained from A by performing a row-pivot on entry apk of A, i.e., by 
performing the row operations that transform the kth column of A into the 
identity column with a one in the pth position. 
The following result will be extremely useful in developing an abstraction 
of simplex pivoting in the context of oriented matroids. 
CLAIM 4.3. Let I C { I,..., r}, let e, $ B have ti, E (-1, 0} (i.e., e, $ Y,+) 
for all i E Z, and let ek +! B have tik = +1 (i.e., e, E Y,+) for some i E I. Then 
there is a p E Z such that pivoting on (p, k) preserves nonpositivity of ti, 
for all i E I. 
ProoJ Let J = {i E Z : ek E Y,?} = {i E Z : tit = + 1). By assumption 
.Z f a. Writej + i ifj E J, i E Z and pivoting on (j, k) preserves ti, E {- 1, O}. 
Clearly j + i if ,j E J and i E { j) u (Z\.Z). We will show that for some p E J 
we have p 4-j for all j E J (and hence p + i for all i E Z) by establishing: 
(1) for any i, j E J either i -.j or j + i; and (2) for any h, i, j E J we have 
k-i-j+h-j. 
First consider (1). If i, j E J and i +j, then the unique YE 0* that conforms 
to (- Y, , Yj) with e, $ Y must have ep E Y +. But then P = - Y is the unique 
p E 0* that conforms to (Y, , - Yj) with ek # P. Moreover, e, E P-, so j -+ i. 
Now we will prove (2). Assume that h, i, and j are distinct; otherwise (2) 
must hold. Since h + i and i + j there are oriented cocircuits P and I’ such 
that P conforms to (- Y, , Yi) with ek $ P, en $ P+, ebi E p+, and P conforms 
to (- Yi , Yj) with e, 4 9, ep $ PT, ebj E P+. Since ebi $ Yh U Yi , we know 
that ebj $ P. Furthermore, ebi E P-, otherwise 9 n (B + ek\ebj) = a’, which 
is not possible since $? E O* and B + ek\eb E .G?. Thus Corollary 3.4.2 
implies that there exists YE 0* that conforms to (P, P) and has eb, # Y. 
Since Y conforms to (p, J?), it follows that e, # Y+ and 
ek $ Y and Y n (B + ek\ebJ C {ebi). (4.2) 
But eb. E P+ and eb. $ P, so ebj E Y+, and Y is the unique oriented cocircuit 
satisfying (4.2) with? ebj E YL. Thus h + j, since e, $ Y+. 1 
If B E 9? has e, 6 B and e2 E B ,then the matrix T(B) will be called a tableau. 
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Given a tableau T(B), we denote by YB the unique oriented cocircuit having 
e2 E r,+ and Ys n B = {e2}. We assume that the elements of B are ordered 
so that the signed incidence vector of Y, is the first row of T(B), thus tIj is 
the sign of ej in Y, _ 
If t,j E (0, +I] for j = 3,..., n, then Y, is dual basic feasible, and T(B) 
is said to be a dual feasible tableau. The first column of T(B) corresponds 
to the nonbasic element e, # B, and in the sense of Property 1, represents the 
oriented circuit X E U having Xf = {eb : ti, = + I] and X- = (eb. : 
ZiI = - I j- + e, . Therefore, if ti, E { - 1, 0} for i = 2 ,..., r, then X, = -X ;O 
is primal basic feasible and we say that T(B) is a (primal) feasible tableau. 
Note that XB n YB C {e, , e2}, that is, X, and Y, are complementary. Hence 
a tableau T(B) that is primal and dual feasible represents an optimal pair 
X,EP, Y,E@*, and T(B) is said to be an optimal tableau. In keeping with 
the linear programming terminology, we will refer to the topmost row of 
the tableau T(B), which corresponds to Y, , as the objectice function row, 
and we will refer to the first column, which represents X, , as the solution 
column. 
CLAIM 4.4. If there is a primal feasible X E s(O) and {ee} $ fi”, then there 
is a feasible tableau T(B). 
ProojI If X, E x(e) is primal feasible, then by Theorem 3.2 there is 
some X, E 0 that conforms to X, and has e, E X2+, so X, E Ifi is primal feasible. 
By Property 3 there is a base BE g with e, 6 B such that the e,-column of 
T(B) represents -X2 . 
If e, E B, then T(B) is a tableau, and since X, is feasible, T(B) is a feasible. 
tableau. Suppose e, # B. Clearly e2 $ X, , and hence X2- = 5, so ti, E { - I, 01 
for i E I = {l,..., r]. Since {e,> is not a circuit of M, ti, -+ 0 for some i E I. 
Claim 4.3 implies that if tj, = + 1 for some i E Z, then there is a p E I such 
that pivoting on (p, 2) in T(B) produces a feasible tableau, Moreover, if 
fi2 E { - 1, 0: for all i E Z(in which case there can be no dual feasible YE *X(0*) 
by Corollary 3.4.4), reorienting e2 , applying Claim 4.3, and then again 
reorienting e2 shows that there is some p E Z with tp2 = - 1 such that pivoting 
on (p, 2) in T(B) produces a feasible tableau. 1 
Suppose that {ez} is a circuit of M. Then there exists no tableau, since 
there can be no base of M containing e, . However, in this trivial case alter- 
native (a) of Theorem 3.5 obviously holds, and by Corollary 3.4.4 alternative 
(b) fails. In the context of Example 2, where M and M* arise from the linear 
programming problem (2.2) the assumption of {e,} E C* implies that the 
coefficient of the.objective function variable x2 is zero in every row of the 
constraint matrix A’. Hence there exists no simplex tableau for (2.2), the 
dual of (2.2)is infeasible,and if (2.2)is feasible then,obviously,it is unbounded, 
i.e.. there exists no upper bound on the value of x2 subject to the constraints 
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of (2.2). Hence we will assume for the remainder of this section and the 
next that {ez} $9. 
Let T(B) be a feasible tableau. We will say that a pivot on (p, k) in T(B) 
is a simplex pivot if k 3 3, p E I = (2 ,..., r}, t,, = i 1, tlk = - 1, and the 
pivot preserves prima1 feasibility (nonpositivity of the solution column in 
the rows indexed by 1). A simplex pivot on (p, k) is degenerate if tD1 = 0. 
If for some ek we have t,, = - 1 and tik E {- 1, O> for all i E I, then, by 
Corollary 3.4.4, there can be no dual feasible YE X(0*); we say that a 
tableau that has such a column is dual inconsistent. From Claim 4.3 we 
immediately get 
THEOREM 4.5. If T(B) is a primal feasible tableau, then either T(B) is 
optimal, T(B) is dual inconsistent, or there is a simplex pivot in T(B). 
Suppose that M, M* arises, as in Example 2, from a linear programming 
problem. Let T(B) be a feasible tableau for M, M*. The simplex method of 
linear programming is a pivoting method described by the following rule. 
(a) If t,j E (0, + l} for j = 3,..., n, then the pivoting stops, 
T(B) is an optima1 tableau; otherwise some ek having t,, = - 1 
is chosen to enter the base. 
(4.3) 
(b) If tik G { - 1, 0) for all i E Z = {2,..., r), then the pivoting 
stops, T(B) is a dual inconsistent tableau; otherwise a pivot on 
(p, k) is performed in T(B), for some p E Z such that tnk = + 1 
and pivoting on (p, k) preserves feasibility. 
Say that a tableau is terminal if it is either optima1 or dual inconsistent. The 
simplex method, at each step, either determines that the current feasible 
tableau T(B) is terminal or pivots in T(B) to produce a new feasible tableau 
T(P). The pivoting continues until a terminal tableau is detected. 
It is clear from Theorem 4.5 that the simplex method carries over into the 
context of oriented matroids. We will think of the simplex method in this 
broader sense. 
A rule that refines (4.3) by placing some additional restriction on the 
selection of the pivot element will be called a refinement of the simplex rule. 
The pivoting procedure induced by a refinement of (4.3) will be called a 
rejinement of the simplex method, or simply a simplex method. 
If, in the simplex method, no basis is repeated, then there can be only 
finitely many pivots. However, it is very well known that the simplex method 
can cycle, i.e., pivot starting from a tableau T(B,) in a sequence T(B,), 
T(Bd,..., T(B,), where Bh = B, . (See the linear programming examples of 
cycling due to Hoffman and to Beale in [5].) 
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In linear programming each nondegenerate simplex pivot strictly increases 
the value of the objective function variable (x, in our Example 2), which is 
nondecreasing in value with every simplex pivot. Hence every pivot in a 
cycle must be degenerate. There are known refinements of the simplex 
method, such as the lexicographic simplex method [5], that prevent the 
occurrence of cycling, and hence guarantee finite termination. 
In contrast with the case of linear programming, the following question 
remains unanswered in the broader context of oriented matroids. 
Question 1. Can the simplex method for oriented matroids produce a 
cycle of pivots not all of which are degenerate ? 
We know of no straightforward translation into the general setting of 
oriented matroids of the above argument, which shows that no such cycle 
can occur for oriented matroids representable over an ordered field. Thus, 
in attempting to provide a finite simplex-like pivoting method for oriented 
matroids, we are led to an approach different from those usually examined 
in linear programming. 
The pivoting method that we will describe in Section 5 specializes, when 
the oriented matroids are representable over an ordered field, to a refinement 
of the simplex method. Starting from any feasible tableau, the method 
terminates after finitely many pivots with an optimal or dual inconsistent 
tableau. This method differs from the standard refinements of the simplex 
method in that the choice of a pivot element is not independent of the 
previous pivots. Furthermore, it is not known whether this method is a 
simplex method-for oriented matroids not representable over an ordered 
field it may be possible for an intermediate tableau to be not primal feasible. 
5. A FINITE PIVOTING METHOD 
Recall that a tableau T(B) is terminal if T(B) is either optimal or dual 
inconsistent. In this section we will be concerned with the following problem. 
Given a feasible tableau for M, M*, construct a terminal tableau. In the 
pivoting procedure described in this section that solves the above problem 
(i.e., constructs a terminal tableau) a special role is played by oriented 
cocircuits YE O* having e2 E Y+ and 1 Y-\e, / = 1; we call such oriented 
cocircuits almost dualfeasible. If T(B) is a feasible tableau and Y, is almost 
dual feasible, then we say that T(B) is almost optimal. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let XI E 0 be primal feasible and let Y, E O* be almost 
dual feasible with e E YI-\eI and XI n Y, C {e, , ez}. 
(i) rf Y, E Lo* is dual feasible and X2 E 0 has e, E X2+, X2- C {ez , e] 
and X, n Y, C {e, , e,}, then e $ X2- so X2 , Y, is an optimal pair. 
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(ii) If X E 6 has e, $ X, e2 E X+ and X-\e = O, then e E Xi-, so there 
is no dual feasible YE O*. 
Proof. (i) Suppose that e E X2-. Let @ = (E, d), fi* = (E, 8*) be the 
dual pair of oriented matroids obtained from M, M* by reorienting e in 0 
and U*, and let zl , XT2 E 0” and PI, pz E 8* be the implied reorientations 
of x, 2 x* 9 y, 7 and Y, , respectively (xl = X, , pz = Y, , PI+ = Y,+ +e, 
pi- = Y,-\e, -Tz+ = X,+ + e, &- = X,-\e). Then xl , pr and x2 , Fz are 
both optimal pairs in I@, A*, but e E X, n Y, , contradicting Theorem 4.2. 
(ii) This follows directly from orthogonality of X and Yl and Corollary 
3.4.4. 1 
In order to establish a pivoting procedure based on Theorem 5.1, we will 
make use of the concept of an oriented matroid minor (see [3]). For S C E 
and X a signed set in E denote by X\S the signed set Z having Z+ = X+\S 
and Z- = X--\S. If B is a collection of signed sets, we say that X E 9 is a 
minimal nonempty signed set of d if X # o and there is no nonempty 
X’ E B having X’ $ X. Suppose R, S C E with R n S = a. Let 6 be the 
collection of minimal nonempty signed sets of {X\R : X E 0 and X n S = m} 
and let 8* be the set of minimal nonempty signed sets of { Y\S : YE 9* and 
Y n R = a)._Then l$T = (E\(R U S), 8) is a matroid minor of M and a* = 
(E\(R u S),O*) is its dual. Hence condition (1) is satisfied by6, d*. Conditions 
(II) and (IV) also hold for 6, 6* since they hold for 0, U*. That (Ill) holds 
for 6, 6* follows without difficulty from Corollary 3.4.2. Hence @I = (E\ 
(R u S), 6), i’@* = (E\(R u S), 6*) is a dual pair of oriented matroids. 
We say that & is the (oriented matroid) minor of A4 obtained by deleting S 
and contracting R, and we write &I = M\SIR. Similarly, ii@ is the minor of 
M* obtained by deleting R and contracting S, ii@ = M*\R/S. As in the 
case of matroid minors, the oriented matroid minor M\S/R can be obtained 
by deleting the elements of S and contracting the elements of R one at a 
time, in any order. 
We will be interested in minors that arise in an especially simple way. 
Let E = {e3 ,..., e,} and suppose that 
R,SGi?, RnS= o, R+e, is independent in M and 
S + e, is independent in M*. (5.1) 
Consider the subproblem R, S : Construct a terminal tableau for the dual 
pair of oriented matroids il?? = M\S/R, ii!?* = M*\R/S. If T(B) is a tableau 
for M, M* and R G B, S n B = @, then the R, S-subtableau defined by the 
rows of T(B) corresponding to B\R and the columns of T(B) corresponding 
to E\(R u S) is a tableau for i%?l, a*, and all of the a, J?Z* tableaux arise 
in this way. If T(B) is a tableau with R C B and S n B = a’, we say that 
T(B) is, respectively, R, S-feasible, R, S-optimal, almost R, S-optimal, R, 
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S-dual inconsistent, R, S-terminal, if the R, S-subtableau of T(B) is, respectively 
feasible, optimal, almost optimal, dual inconsistent, terminal. When R = ;j , 
we simply write subproblem S, S-feasible, etc. If there exists a primal feasible 
X E X(U), we say that M, M* is primal feasible. The subproblem R, S is 
primal feasible if M\S/R, M*JR/S is primal feasible. 
Assume that R and S, as in (5.1) are given. Suppose that T(B) is an R, 
S-feasible tableau. It is clear that if S C S’ C L?l,B, then T(B) is R, S’-feasible 
and every R, S’-dual inconsistent tableau is also R, S-dual inconsistent. Now 
suppose that T(B) is almost R, S-optimal with ek E Y,- n (B’S). By Claim 4.3, 
either T(B) is R, S-dual inconsistent or a pivot in T(B) on (p, k), for some 
eb, E B\R, produces an R, S-feasible tableau T(B). For R’ = R + ek , T(B) 
is R’, S-feasible and Theorem 5.1 implies that every R’, S-terminal tableau 
is also R, S-terminal. 
Suppose that we are given a finite procedure that transforms a feasible 
tableau into a terminal tableau for dual pairs of oriented matroids on n < 4 
elements. The observations above suggest the following method for extending 
the procedure to dual pairs of oriented matroids M, M* on w = q + 1 
elements. (The existence of a tableau implies that n 3 r + 1, and if n = r f 1 
there is a unique tableau. So we will assume that n 3 r + 2.) Starting from 
a feasible tableau, delete a nonbasic element e f e, , and solve the subproblem 
S = {e] associated with M\e, M*/e. An S-dual inconsistent tableau is dual 
inconsistent. An S-optimal tableau T(B) is either optimal or almost optimal. 
In the latter case, Y,p\e, = {e}, and we consider the subproblem R’ = {e>, 
S’ = G associated with M/e, M*\e. Either the almost optimal tableau 
T(B) is dual inconsistent, or by a single pivot in the e-column of T(B) one 
can obtain an R’, S’-feasible tableau. Now the subproblem R’, S’ has only q 
elements and Theorem 5.1 implies that any R’, S/-terminal tableau is a 
terminal tableau. 
Since Theorem 3.5 is clearly true for n sufficiently small, the ideas sketched 
above, together with Claim 4.4, immediately give an inductive proof of 
Theorem 3.5. By expanding on those ideas we can describe more explicitly 
a finite pivoting method that constructs a terminal tableau starting from any 
feasible tableau. 
Assume that we are given sets R and S as in (5.1) and an R, S-feasible 
tableau T(B,,). We denote the entry in position (i, j) of T(B,), and more 
generally T(B,), by tfi ; in particular tti is the sign of ej in Ye, . Consider the 
following procedure for constructing an R, S-terminal tableau starting from 
the arbitrary R, S-feasible tableau T(B,). 
Procedure A. (0) Initially let h = 0. 
(1) Let Hh = {ej E i?\S : t2j = -l}. If Hh = 3, then T(B,) is R, 
S-optimal; otherwise select an element ek E H,, and let S,,, = (S u H,)\e, . 
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(2) Consider the subproblem R, S,,, associated with M\S,+,/R, 
~*\WL . Since R C Bh and B, n S,,, = iii, T(B,J is R, Sh+,-feasible. 
Let T(B,,+l) be an R, Sh+l- terminal tableau. If T(BL+l) is R, Sk+,-dual in- 
consistent, then it is R, S-dual inconsistent; otherwise T(B,,+J is R, S,+,- 
optimal, increase h by 1 and go to (1). 
Observation 1. Procedure A constructs an R, S-terminal tableau after 
examining only finitely many subproblems, say (R, SJ,..., (R, S,), because 
S,,, $ S,, for h = l,..., 1 - 1. 
Step (2) of Procedure A does not specify how an R, &+,-terminal tableau 
is to be constructed. The following observation leads to one approach. 
Observation 2. The tableau T(B,) is almost R, &+,-optimal. 
In step (2) let ek be the unique element in e\S,+, having t$ = -1 and 
let I be the index set of rows of T(B,) corresponding to B\R. If tik E { - 1,Oj 
for all i E Z, then T(B,) is itself R, S,,, -dual inconsistent. Suppose that 
t$ = + 1 for some i E I. Then by Theorem 4.5 we can perform a simplex 
pivot on (p, k), for an appropriately chosen p E Z, to obtain another R, 
Sh+,-feasible tableau T(B*). Let R’ = R + ek , S’ = S,,, . Note that T(B*) 
is R’, S’-feasible and, by Theorem 5.1, any R’, S’-terminal tableau is R, 
Sn+,-terminal. To construct an R’, S/-terminal tableau, Procedure A can be 
applied, as a subroutine, to the subproblem R’, S’. When an R’, S-terminal 
tableau T(B**) is constructed, we set Bh+l = B** and return to the point 
in the process from which Procedure A was called to solve the subproblem R’, 
S’. Of course, step (2) will be encountered during the subroutine, which may 
result in another call of Procedure A as a subroutine to solve a subproblem 
R”, S” with R” = 1 R’ j + 1, etc. Note that any subproblem-dual inconsistent 
tableau encountered during this recursive procedure is R, S-dual inconsistent. 
Consider the recursive form of Procedure A starting with R = ,@, S = D , 
and any feasible tableau. Note that the fundamental operation on which this 
recursive procedure is based is the pivoting operation of Section 4, which 
occurs once with each repetition of step (2). Thus the recursive procedure 
is merely a description of a pivoting method. If this method halts after a 
finite number of pivots, then the last tableau must be a terminal tableau. 
Furthermore, each pivot results in either the solution of a subproblem, 
i.e., the construction of a subproblem-optimal tableau, or the contraction 
of an element. But the number of contracted elements never exceeds r - 1, 
since e2 cannot be contracted. This fact together with Observation 1 (applied 
recursively) implies that the pivoting method is finite. 
We have not shown that this pivoting method is a simplex method. In 
the discussion following Observation 2 we saw that because T(B,) is almost 
R, &+,-optimal, the contracted element eR , which is nonpositive in the 
solution column of T(B*), is also nonpositive in the solution cohtmn of any 
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R’, Sh+,-optimal tableau. However, it is not clear that eK need be nonpositive 
in the solution column of each intermediate tableau. 
For M and M* representable over an ordered field, it is easy to show that 
the contracted element e, does remain nonpositive in the solution column of 
every intermediate tableau (see [2]). Hence, in the context of linear program- 
ming the pivoting method described above is a finite simplex method. 
Question 2. Is this finite pivoting method a simplex method in the 
broader context of arbitrary oriented matroids ? 
As in the context of linear programming, it is not necessary to initiate the 
pivoting with a feasible tableau. Say that a tableau is(primaZ) inconsistent if one 
of its rows is the signed incidence vector of an oriented cocircuit Y having 
e, E Y+-, e2 4 Y, and Y- = .G. By imitating the use of artificial variables in 
linear programming (see [5]), an amended form of the pivoting method of 
this section starts from any tableau and in finitely many pivots produces a 
tableau that is either optimal, inconsistent, or dual inconsistent. 
For the existence of a tableau it suffices that 
M 6 fl*, {4 $6. (5.2) 
If (5.2) fails, then alternative (a) of Theorem 3.5 obviously holds. We saw 
that (e,> E 6 corresponds to the trivial situation in linear programming 
where the objective function variable appears in no constraints. The other 
trivial case of {el} E O* corresponds to a linear programming problem (2.2) 
in which the vector b is not in the space spanned by the columns of the 
constraint matrix, A’. 
Where 5.2 holds, it follows easily from the results of this section that 
exactly one of the following four types of tableaux exists: (1) optimal; (2) 
feasible and dual inconsistent; (3) dual feasible and inconsistent; (4) in- 
consistent and dual inconsistent. In other words, the “schema” form of the 
linear programming duality theorem remains valid in the context of oriented 
matroids. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In the sense that oriented matroids are more elementary systems than real 
vector spaces, this abstraction of linear programming is a simplified approach 
to that subject. In particular, the combinatorial nature of Dantzig’s simplex 
method, which has been stressed in the work of A.W. Tucker, is elucidated in 
this context. 
This combinatorial approach to linear programming has engendered two 
new finite refinements of the simplex method. The pivoting method of 
Section 5 gives a new finite simplex method for linear programming. This 
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method has the unusual, but not unreasonable, property that pivot selection 
is not independent of the previous pivots. Another product of this work is a 
second, and much simpler, new finite simplex method for linear programming 
(see [2]) that we will now describe. 
Let T(B) be a feasible tableau with (6, = 2, b, ,..., b,} the index set of the 
basic elements. Consider the refinement of the simplex rule (4.3) obtained 
by selecting to enter the base in (4.3a) the element having the lowest index 
among all elements satisfying the condition of (4.3a), and selecting to leave 
the base in (4.3b) the element having the lowest index among those satisfying 
the condition of (4.3b). In [2] a very simple proof of finiteness of this method 
is given for the case of linear programming. If the answer to Question 1 is 
no, then this method is finite for arbitrary oriented matroids. 
In Example 1 we discussed the way in which oriented matroids arise from 
real vector spaces. It should be clear that oriented matroids also arise from 
what Tutte [14] calls integral chain groups. (Some of our results first proved 
in [4, 6, 131 for ordered vector spaces and ordered unimodular modules were 
later known to D.K. Ray-Chaudhuri for integral chain groups.) However, 
it is the existence of multiplicative inverses in ordered fields that, by virtue 
of scaling of elementary vectors, permits the interpretation of these results 
in the context of linear programming. The equivalent statements for the 
elementary chains in an integral chain group do not translate so nicely into 
statements about integer-constrained linear programming problems. 
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